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Priorities Status Indicators: Goal Type Expectation
 Essential DONE Confirmed Dapper goal Certain

High On track, all OK Considered Dapper Goal Probable

Medium Not guaranteed for Dapper Unlikely

Low Deferred

Days Dapper Development Status Update: 15 December 2005
BenC
High Informational Informational overview spec.
High Informational Informational overview spec.
High  Approved 10 Not started: Need to begin putting together the test suite.

Medium  Pending Approval 1

Medium  Approved 3

General General BenC

Meeting: None listed.

daniels
High  Approved 35

General General daniels

Meeting: None listed.

dholbach

High  Approved ?

High Implemented ? Done.
High  Approved Some clarification on the pages, is wiki/Testing now - more Tests and more Media tests to come (Media meeting today)
Low  Approved Uploaded an improved update to dapper - breezy-update yet to come

General General dholbach

Meeting: None listed.

doko
Proposed Informational Support work

High  Approved ?
Medium  Approved 28 Minor updates (binutils, gcj-4.1), amd64-biarch (still blocked)

Behind schedule, but 
will catch up

Blocked or needs 
management input

Prio. Stat. Name Assign

kernel-roadmap-dapper ben-collins
newer-hotplug-subsystem ben-collins
testing-server-hardware ben-collins

ubuntu-server-kernel ben-collins
In progress: Mostly done. Just need to add a server target for non-i386 architectures. These are much more simplistic than than the i386 kernels. Should be 
included with the next kernel upload (2.6.15-9.11). Spec needs to be approved!

preventing-hardware-support-regr... ben-collins
BLOCKED: Automated build system is under development. However, the free space on concordia is not stable enough to use (fluctuates daily). Current i386 
build environment takes 3+Gigs (build+git-repo+ccache).
* Major work this past week: Processed over 400 bugs on the kernel (all of them), closing ~175 (either by fixing, confirming they were fixed or closing because 
of inactivity). Needed this to be done before Flight 2 so that it was easier to process incoming bug reports.

x-roadmap daniels Mostly there, just tracking continued version updates.  keep on truckin'
this week: xorg rc3, fix a few FTBFSes, chase down bizzare xorg-server bug that makes it unusable on i810, start on making xserver-xorg maintainer scripts 
more clear, fix xvfb bugs, take the plunge and upgrade to udev new world order
next week: leave tomorrow, fix xorg-server harder, continue on making scripts clear
x-roadmap: keep on truckin'
blocked: none
xorg-server bug  -- core server bug that renders the whole thing unusable, and the inbuilt backtrace stuff doesn't give any BT at all, and gdb hangs when I 
attempt to attach to it.  \o/

power-management-configuration dholbach  To be 
reassigned to mjg59

Added explanations about the NEW approach, that mjg59, pitti and desrt agreed on, asked pitti and mjg59 to have a look, didn't contact hughsie yet, although 
he made some notes on the wiki page. Apparently mjg59 already did an upload. Have mailed mjg59 for a status update.

best-practices-bugs dholbach
test-plans dholbach

inclusion-of-docs dholbach 
* this week done: gnome 2.13.3, bugs
* this week to come: more bugs, {motu,media,desktop} team meeting, talk at umeet.uninet.edu
* next week: bug day, more bugs, merges?

openoffice doko
openoffice-gnome doko Started merging / updating to version 2.0.1. No reply from martink, will phone him this week. No further update.
toolchain-roadmap doko
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Medium  Approved 10
Low  Pending Approval 33 No update given. Spec needs to be approved.

General General doko

Meeting: None listed.

fabbione

High  Approved 30

Medium  Approved 10 No further progress this week. 
Medium  Approved 5
Medium Implemented 2 Implemented. There is one (minor corner case) bug that is giving me headacke to fix. Otherwise it ROCKS.
Medium  Approved 15 no progress this week. Still needs testing! People should help a bit here.

General General fabbione

Meeting: None required.

infinity
High Approved 

Medium Drafting 2

Medium Approved 7 No further progress this week. 
Medium Implemented 2 Done.

Low  Braindump 4 No further progress this week. Spec needs to be approved.

General General infinity

Meeting:

iwj/Diziet

High  Approved 10

High  Approved 10
Medium  Approved 15 Not started, not blocked.

Low  Drafting 10 Not yet started. Spec needs to be pushed through to approved.

General General iwj

python-roadmap doko Python merges, started python-central update. Deferred during last meeting, priority on Ooo. No further update given, listed for next week..
java-roadmap doko

this week:
- toolchain-dapper+1: blocked by preparation of wanna-build and buildd infrastructure (currently ongoing)
 - merges: doing more merges not on the list; we don't have merge reports where debian and ubuntu have different tarballs (will be addressed before next 
merge before UVF (Keybuk)).
next week:
 - python-roadmap: python-central update (delayed again)

server-candy ubuntu-server
Announce is out, community is growing fast. md5sum client did his first run yesterday. Upload to the archive will happen relatively soon. It is blocked by a 
couple of bugs, one missing feature and admins to create the server side. Wrote the PostfixCandy spec for mdz but it looks like not doable. /etc in RCS has 
been discussed with bzr guy. New spec wrote to address the remaining issues.

probe-for-root-filesystem fabbione
boot-from-usb fabbione BLOCKED,  by prode-for-root-filesystem, and  testing.

installer-volume-management fabbione
ubuntu-cluster fabbione

* merges: zlib - still pending libc6-i386-dev, one minor pending but it's no hurry at all.
* last week: a lot of md5sum client and server-candy work, prepared for today's talk.
* next week: keep going server-candy full speed. kernel security. hopefully finish some cluster tests and start working on new cluster
crack. Friday 16th i will start a bit later than usual but i will pick up the hours the same day.

reducing-duplication adconrad Ongoing effort. No update this week.

usplash-initramfs adconrad
Made vga16fb and usplash default to a more sane resolution that seems to work well for everyone, this became the default in Flight-2. Spec needs to be 
approved.

splash-down adconrad
initramfs-updates adconrad
thinclient-usplash adconrad

last week:
- Did almost nothing I said I'd do last week, instead concentrating on making sure *-desktop and *-live were installable, so we could build CDs, getting linux-
restricted-modules into shape, as well as other bugfixings and odds and ends.
next week:
- Getting the toolchain-dapper+1 stuff going for doko on the buildds
- Everything else I said I'd do last week, but didn't.
Further meeting between infinity and kamion to discuss l-r-m and installer. Meeting required with mdz re MySQL5.0.

automated-testing ijackson
I have implemented the first part (basic chroot-using virtualisation script).  Will probably pick up the rest after Christmas.  It would still be nice to have that 
straw man from Robert Collins.

default-applications-firefox ijackson RH patches to use Gnome mime database are in firefox.  No change since last report.  Firefox needs more other work too.
developer-documentation ijackson
package-dependency-fix ijackson

Firefox maintenance:  Working on a new release right now, to ship libnspr/libnss from firefox, and other fixes.  BreezyFirefoxStartPageTranslation didn't 
happen and Matthew East and I haven't quite settled on the scheme for Dapper.
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Meeting: None required.

jbailey

General General jbailey

Meeting: None required.

jdub

High  Approved 

Meeting: None required.

kamion
 Essential Informational ? Informational overview spec. 
 Essential  Approved ? Finished and uploaded first cut at partman.deb, which shockingly seems to almost work if you know how to drive it.
 Essential  Approved ? Uploaded a debian-installer-utils change to build espresso-utils.deb, which saves me ripping out or reimplementing various tools.
 Essential  Approved 3 Uploaded a debian-installer-utils change to build espresso-utils.deb, which saves me ripping out or reimplementing various tools.

 Essential  Approved ?

 Essential  Approved ? Discussed accessibility requirements with Henrik.
 Essential  Approved ? No other progress. 
Medium  Approved 2 No progress (nothing urgent left here).

Medium  Approved 5

General General kamion

Meeting: None required.

keybuk

High  Approved 5

High DONE 14

High  Approved 20 Various discussions, have a keen guy looking at the atheros issues for us

High Implemented

Medium  Braindump 10 Underway, was waiting on Flight 2 and now that's out will be uploading bits over the next few days
General General keybuk None listed.
Meeting: To discuss Network Manager with mdz in January.

krstic

Proposed  Pending Approval ?

Meeting: None required.

* ToolchainRoadmap: Delayed from last week to this week.  doko found a bug in my assumptions (I had forgotten about ldconfig biarch love.  Decided to do 
LinuxThreads/NPTL biarch for this too.  Both are now passing all tests.  Now that flight-2 is out, should be next 24h.
* ToolchainRoadmapNg: After the glibc biarch, will start to evaluate glibc needs. Want to start collecting feedback on dropping pre-i686 per « outstanding 
issues ».
* General: glibc merge delayed by this as announced previously.  Punting grub bugs also delayed - it was a busy week.  This week, I plan to see which of the 
locale bugs were fixed with the Belocs merge.  I have a slight suspicion that it's all of them.  

example-content jdub
Yeah, sorry - too much traveling to attend the meetings or get anything done on it. I plan to start doing stuff on it as soon as I return home from OSDC , and 
will hopefully get a huge chunk of it done before Christmas break.

ubuntu-express kamion
ue-partitioning-tool kamion

ubuntu-express-base-system kamion
ubuntu-express-copy-filesystem kamion

ubuntu-express-bootloader kamion
Was blocked for almost the entire week on the lack of a live CD. I have that now, but only as of yesterday, so just started on getting a reasonable test 
environment here.

ue-gnome-ui kamion
ue-language-packs kamion

cd-build-process kamion

cd-bootloader kamion
Lots of bootloader SHINY done in the form of gfxboot-theme-ubuntu; deployed in Flight CD 2. This is now implemented with the exception of keymap 
selection; that's blocked until I know what kind of input simplified-live-cd expects here. Some bugs reported but nothing major yet
misc: Flight CD 2 done, which took way too long. Helped Tollef out with casper/initramfs a bit, and eventually decided to switch to simplified-live-cd.
 blocked: There aren't enough hours in the day to do Flight CD 2 and real work.

hardware-activation keybuk
Having some issues with network interface activation, making sure we bring up things like static tun/ppp/etc. interfaces without blocking on ethernet which are 
handled by udev, but nothing serious

udev-roadmap keybuk Done; we're pretty much at the stage where the bugs we're finding are turning out to be kernel bugs rather than udev bugs now. Can this be set to 
implemented?

network-magic keybuk

hardware-detection keybuk
Done. Note that this is an informational specification, it describes in detail what we're going to do from a high vantage point -- the actual "implementation" spec 
is udev-roadmap. 

streamlined-boot keybuk

community-server-hardware-testing krstic
After detailed discussions with mdz on IRC, it has been decided that it needs to be adapted to better fit what he had in mind for it. That will be completed this 
weekend, and I'll talk to Matt before next week's meeting to make sure he's alright with the modifications. Spec needs to be approved.

lathiat
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High  Drafting ?

Meeting: None required.

mdz
 Essential Implemented Implemented.  
Meeting: None required.

Mithrandir
High Approved 2 No changes, but now unblocked.  Should be trivial
High  Approved 30 No progress.
High  Approved ? In place, working, released with flight 2.  Needs polish and cleanups as well as usplash integration

Medium  Approved ?

Medium Implemented 1
Medium  Approved 3 No progress
Medium  Approved ? No progress

Low  Braindump ? No update given. Not a priority.

General General Mithrandir

Meeting: None required.

mvo
High  Approved 7
High  Approved 7 Big cleanups in GnomeAppInstall, the code is really a mess. Initial support for channels is in (jbailey bzr is the example channel)

Medium  Braindump ?

General General mvo

Meeting: Discuss dist-upgrade tool with mdz when he returns.

ogra
High Pending Review ?

Medium Approved 5 No progress
Medium  Pending Approval 2 95% implemented, code submitted to mdz for review, spec corrected accordingly, awaiting approval
Medium  Drafting ijackson / ogra ? ? No progress
Medium  Drafting ?

zeroconf lathiat
Not present, email update given. Spec currently unapproved, however the current state is that we are waiting on a security review for Avahi to enter main, and 
avahi 0.6 packages are currently being put together. Not much more than that really. Spec needs to be approved.

dapper-release-process mdz

media-integrity-check tfheen
network-authentication tfheen

simplified-livecd tfheen

live-cd-performance tfheen
Progress with the simplified live cd, as in, I have bootcharts and we can start chopping time off the boot by making changes such as unionfs vs devmapper, 
cloop vs squashfs, etc.

livecd-unionfs tfheen No progress (livecd-unionfs is approximately blocked on simplified-livecd)
one-true-path tfheen

openoffice-amd64 tfheen
livecd-squashfs tfheen

general: I've been working on the simplified live cd infrastructure.  It has come a long way and is pleasant to work with and easy to test.  Some pieces are still 
missing.
next week: some vacation, but before that I'll look at getting simplified live finished up, and if that goes well, continue with media-integrity check and poke at 
the live-cd-performance stuff
blocked on: nothing in particular, I have plenty of stuff to do until I get from VAC

release-upgrades mvo Not yet started. To be prioritized based on time estimates for all goals next week.
third-party-packages mvo

default-apt-sources mvo
* tried to make apt more smart about failed network sources [Default apt sources.list configuration]-> might be used for [Improved handling of APT   cdrom: 
sources as well. Spec to be approved.
did:
- AutomaticUpgrades: update-manager/python-apt with the required support is in the archive. The actual upgrade tool still needs more work
- AutomaticUpdates: integrated into the apt cron job, not yet upload (will do this today)
- some spec work about "PimpMyLanguageSelector" with jdub
- some cmd-not-found work, big problem: "alternatives", very hard to parse, but  required to give useful results for e.g. emacs
- HideAdminTools/DapperDesktopPlan spec work for update-notifier
- DapperDesktopPlan work for notification-daemon
need opinion: - should the "automatic security upgrades" stuff be backported to breezy (in a seperate repository) so that people can test it more easily? 
blocking: - support for package recommends: waiting on mdz for a decision
will do: - more work on gnome-app-install/ThirdPartyPackages spec

thinclient-faster-startup ogra Fine on recent HW see http://people.ubuntu.com/~ogra/edubuntu/dapper-20051212-1.png, spec changes awaiting approval
thin-client-memory-usage ogra

thinclient-sound ogra / jam
thinclient-local-devices

screen-saver ogra No update given. All issues around transition from xscreensaver to gnome-screensaver must be considered.
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https://launchpad.net/people/tfheen
https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+spec/livecd-unionfs
https://launchpad.net/people/tfheen
https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+spec/one-true-path
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https://launchpad.net/people/mvo
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https://launchpad.net/people/mvo
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https://launchpad.net/people/ogra
http://people/
https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+spec/thin-client-memory-usage
https://launchpad.net/people/ogra
https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+spec/thinclient-sound
https://launchpad.net/people/ogra
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https://launchpad.net/people/ogra
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Medium  Approved ? Pinged mark about images, no answer yet, will ping again :)

General General ogra

Meeting:

pitti
High Implemented 2

Medium  Approved 2 PLAN: investigate hal-cups-utils from Fedora for exporting cups configuration to hal. Still blocked?
Medium  Approved 3 gstreamer 0.10 for creating the alsadmixsink block released.
Medium Implemented ? Spec completely implemented, thanks to mvo and Kamion

Medium  Approved 5

Medium  Approved ? carstenh proposed bounty; no coding from my side, just review; no plans

General General pitti

Meeting: None required.

seb128
 Essential  Informational Informational overview spec.

 Essential  Approved 10

High Implemented 2 Implemented. Was waiting on mvo to make some .desktop changes to be 100% done, and is now complete.
High Implemented 2 Implemented (may adjust some stuff according to users comments though)
High  Approved 5 gstreamer0.10 uploaded, gst-plugins-base0.10 almost ready: will be uploaded today, will continue on that next week

Medium Implemented 3

Medium  Approved 5 I got an ipod this week

General General seb128

Meeting: None required.

sivan

Medium  Approved 10

Meeting: None required.

Riddell
High Approved 80 No update given.

screensaver-default-image ogra
* general: X breakage on the thin clients turned out to be only trident needs stilla debug session, mdz's suggestions for thin client sound implemented, flight2 
tested on amd64/i386, themeable ldm finished, approved and included, ltsp multiarch patch approved and in dapper, no progress on new edubuntu-artwork 
yet, no more hwdb-client work yet. inspect X autodetection on thin clients for possible speedups per mdz suggestion not done yet, only found that most of the 
preseed fixes we got from debian are not working at all. found that thin clients cant NFS mount anymore with the new dhcpd we ship due to a silly RFC (No. 
2131) interpretation of the "siaddr" field by dhcpd upstream.
next weeks plans: nag mark more for gnome-screensaver-default-image space pics, implement thin-client-memory-usage (which will also fix the powerpc bug 
for ltsp), fix up edubuntu-artwork, find out if the preseeding X stuff is solvable and solve it for the options where possible, trident X debugging, hwdb-client 
bugfixing. find solution for upgrades of dhcpd.
Further meeting between ogra,mdz, sbalneav to discuss local devices – may not make it for dapper. Specs to be pushed to approved in early Jan.

belocs-locales pitti Reassigned to pitti from BenC. Implemented. DONE: fully implemented, new glibc, locales, and langpacks are in the archive.
automatic-printer-conf pitti

gstreamer-audio-backend pitti
language-pack-vs-support pitti

langpacks-desktopfiles pitti
DONE: applied zyga's gnome-desktop and glib2.0 patches, changed cdbs to make the necessary changes to the .desktop files, did some performance tests, 
updated spec; PLAN: changed spec was approved now, upload everything today, track package rebuild status. Can this be set to implemented?

firewall pitti
this week: heaps of security updates, main inclusion reviews, and a few bits of package fixes, etc; no time to pursue specs
next week: get PHP security update done with Adam, catch up with my long neglected bug mail, try to debug printing stuff a little
There are some more security updates to do, so there won't be much spec work next week either.

gdm-keyboard-layout seb128

dapper-desktop-plan seb128
There a first patch from lllmanulll (he who worked on the GnomePanel google bounty is working on that) for the session dialog changes which is beeing 
discussed on the ubuntu-desktop list

hide-admin-tools-to-users seb128
menus-revised seb128
video-playback seb128

faster-gnome-startup seb128
Implemented (new fontconfig with mmap cache mentionned as an option is still beeing worked upstream so probably not for dapper, GTK icon cache 
specification has issues will be sorted for Debian but probably not for dapper neither, others points are done and work correctly)  

rhythmbox-ipod seb128
other: GNOME 2.13.3
next week: video-playback and dapper-desktop-plan

home-user-backup sivan

1) I spent some time and researching and checking if this solution is really needed, over the previou one. My conclusion, built on top of many feedbacks is 
that this is something needed, and will not be just duplication of work of sbackup.
2) Matthew Paul Thomas did some work on UI design, as evident in the spec's wiki page. More shall follow. 
3) I am currently working on wrapping both DAR and libnotify-bin's notify-send tools and exposing python interface, so it'd be easier to use them to implement 
the core functionality of HomeUserBackup.

kubuntu-roadmap-dapper jr
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https://launchpad.net/people/seb128
https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+spec/faster-gnome-startup
https://launchpad.net/people/seb128
https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+spec/rhythmbox-ipod
https://launchpad.net/people/seb128
https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+spec/home-user-backup
https://launchpad.net/people/sivan
https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+spec/kubuntu-roadmap-dapper
https://launchpad.net/people/jr
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High Pending Review 25 No update given.
Medium Approved 10 No update given.
Medium Pending Review 10 No update given.
Medium Approved 20 Design discussions held.

Proposed  Braindump 3 No update given.

General General Riddell

Meeting:

General:

General General Comments All

Meeting:

kubuntu-express jr
kubuntu-documentation jr
kubuntu-system-tools jr

kubuntu-package-manager jr
kubuntu-launchpad-integration jr

last week: kdebindings, kdevelop packaging, xpdf security, simplify-kde, flight-2 testing, revu, finished merges.
next week: kubuntu-system-tools, hide-admin-tools-to-users, kubuntu-documentation packaging, poking KDE MOTU into getting all KDE universe packages 
installable, investigate getting KDE to work with CUPS 1.2,  and the kubuntu hug day.
Meeting required with mdz to review Kubuntu spec situation when mdz returns from VAC. Specs to be pushed to approved in early Jan.

* If changes to assignee, statuses and priorities are made to the specs in LP affected parties must be notified by e-mail or IRC ping.  
* Check your Priorities, Statuses, Estimated Developer Days and Expectation of Delivery in LP each week and keep them up to date. 
* Remember to mention if actions listed here one week, such as discussions etc, have been completed the next week.  
* Note if a further discussion needs to take place on any item, and who needs to be present. 
Meeting between  Kamion, pitti, doko, Mithrandir and jbailey to discuss locales – proposed for Monday 19 Dec at 15:00UTC

https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+spec/kubuntu-express
https://launchpad.net/people/jr
https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+spec/kubuntu-documentation
https://launchpad.net/people/jr
https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+spec/kubuntu-system-tools
https://launchpad.net/people/jr
https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+spec/kubuntu-package-manager
https://launchpad.net/people/jr
https://launchpad.net/distros/ubuntu/+spec/kubuntu-launchpad-integration
https://launchpad.net/people/jr
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